Introduction
"But such sensations were the prerogative of a handful of exceptional men who willingly risked the dangers of flight. How could these pilots not be different from other men; heroes who stood head and shoulders above the humdrum mass?" 1 -Alexander Korda's "Conquest of the Air"
The heritage, image and identity of the United States Air Force (USAF) was cultivated from the heroic exploits of American aces born forged from aerial dog fights of World War I (WWI). This celebrated pilot heritage and image became ingrained as pilot exploits were heralded in the US media and the identity of the fledgling air service reached new heights. Not to be outdone, strategic bombing advocates such as General "Billy" Mitchell and "Hap" Arnold further developed USAF"s identity in the quest for its independence. American pilots were held in great esteem by an admiring public, and were equally successful in dominating US military aviation leadership positions, as exemplified by General Henry "Hap" Arnold, the first Chief of the Army Air Forces and its Commanding General during World War II 2 .
Since its designation as a separate service on 18 September 1947, the USAF has been led by pilots as reflected in its top position -the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) The stature of pilots continued to gain altitude through both their illustrious deeds during WWII and advances in technology. "WWII created another generation of air heroes -the "Flying Tigers" in China, the "Few" of the Battle of Britain, and the aircrews of the strategic bomber offensive and Doolittle"s Tokyo Raiders." 14 The heroic efforts of Eighth Air Force, which sustained high altitude daylight bombing in the face of the unforgiving Nazi air defenses, became renowned across America. This legend was paid for in blood, as the number of air officers killed in action was double to that of ground forces. 15 "By the (war"s end), the airman
[sic] had become the final American hero, an image that achieved world recognition…" 16 This pilot-centric image and rich aviation heritage fit hand-in-glove to form the core USAF identity since before its existence.
The genesis of USAF identity occurred during the struggle of its independence that fashioned a similitude of air-centric purpose and continuity over time. As the USAF matured, its identity predominantly remained a high-tech, air-centric force, although competing "secondary" missions influenced the USAF"s intra-service personality as the years progressed.
In the end, the air-centric heritage, image and identity of the USAF provided the foundation for pilot-dominated CSAF leadership that is the trademark of the first two USAF Leadership
Watersheds, and will continue to influence senior leadership preponderance well into the 21 st century.
The First Watershed -The Bomber Elitists
The USAF was dominated by bomber partisan leadership from its conception in 1947 until the last bomber CSAF retired in 1982. This watershed was heavily influenced by the struggle of obtaining an independent USAF and most significantly from the bomber generals" 24 In the aftermath of the Vietnam War, the bomber elitists found themselves of irreversibly declining stature, and the fighter generals were more than ready to assume the top ranks of USAF leadership.
The Second Watershed -The Fighter Mafia
The 2 Gates" direction to the USAF emphasized supporting the US ground forces fighting "today"s war" while fighter mafia identity was anchored on preparation to fight the "future war" against a The decline of the bomber absolutists took almost 20 years to become apparent through a permanent loss of the bomber CSAF once McNamara came on to the scene. The abrupt firing of General Moseley may not manifest itself in the permanent loss of the fighter CSAF, due to the large pool of fighter pilots throughout the general officer ranks; however it definitely foreshadows a changing of the guard that ushers in the 3 rd Watershed of USAF leadership.
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The Third Watershed -"Today's War" Pilots The rapid expansion of RPAs is fueled by enabling technology, the unquenchable demand of persistent ISR coverage in today"s war and the high-tech mindset of the 21 st century USAF. Furthermore, the rise of RPA coincides perfectly with the up-in-coming "Generation Z"
(also known as the "Net or Digital Generation"), which is the most connected and high-tech generation ever seen. 40 Colonel Gersten stated that by 2015, the USAF plans to possess 1,300
RPA pilots, which would make up almost 20% of USAF rated officers. 41 As advances in technology enable RPAs to conduct increasingly complex missions and expand into air mobility, air refueling and bomber missions, the numbers of manned-aircraft pilots will continue to decrease. In The Transformation of Air Power, Benjamin Lambeth remarks, "In tomorrow"s air and space community, combat aviators will increasingly find themselves sharing the operator spotlight with UAV (RPA) pilots, space controllers and information warriors, all of whom will be bona fide trigger pullers with a common operational-level responsibility and outlook."
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The challenge for USAF leaders is to ensure that these RPA pilots are held in the same high esteem as today"s traditional pilots, and to groom them for USAF senior leadership opportunities as "manned aircraft" pilots are today. Although the current force realignment features the rise of RPA without this traditional "manned pilot" commonality, the culture being instituted in RPA squadrons is aimed at replicating this same "pilot mentality" and warrior ethos, which bodes well for future RPA warrior leaders. 43 The USAF has already set the ground work to position "Generation Z" RPA pilots for future senior leadership opportunities.
In the summer of 2010, the USAF established a new "18U" RPA Air Force Specialty that he is succeeding, as significant numbers of the "Net Generation" are foregoing traditional undergraduate pilot training and volunteering to attend the USAF"s RPA beta test program in order to join the swelling ranks of RPA pilots. 45 Furthermore, Colonel Gersten is confident that in five years the RPA career field will be a "self sustaining" community that will no longer rely on the CAF and MAF pilots to fulfill RPA pilot requirements. 46 At some point in time, the heritage and pilot-centric image and identity inertia keeping pilots on the CSAF throne may well be overcome by the lack of "traditional" pilots in manned aircraft and the overwhelming numbers and professional expertise of RPA pilots and non-pilot Airmen (such as emerging Cyberspace warrior experts) that will usher in the 4 th watershed of USAF leadership.
The Fourth Watershed -The Rise of RPA Pilots and Non-Pilots
The 4 th Watershed begins when a career RPA pilot or non-pilot general officer ascends to the CSAF throne for the first time in USAF history. This will most likely happen in the 2040s when the initial 2010 BETA class of RPA careerists in the 18U AFSC begin filling senior leader 43 Gersten, interview by author, 06 January 2011. 44 Ibid. 45 Tirpak, Air Force Magazine, 63. 46 Gersten, interview by author, 06 January 2011.
positions and when RPAs begin replacing the majority of USAF manned aircraft. Additionally, the identity of senior leaders of this era will be highlighted by a diversification of all careers spanning the broad myriad of future USAF mission sets. By this time, the manned flying USAF heritage and bravado fighter pilot image of old will be entering its second century and the pilotcentricity of this future USAF will rest in the hands of RPA pilots. Furthermore, the militarization of space may generate the need for a non-pilot, space-centric CSAF; or, future technological advances in cyberspace "weaponry" in addition to its "commonality" of all USAF systems may give rise to a non-rated "Cyber CSAF" that skews the future USAF identity through a fundamentally different image. In any case, the senior leadership of the 4 th Watershed Air, Space and Cyberspace Force must be prepared to defend US interests and defeat tomorrow"s enemies across the entire spectrum of conflict. 47 Given an unpredictable future, now is the time for current USAF leaders of all career fields to begin grooming 4 th Watershed senior leaders so that they may effectively lead tomorrow"s USAF in the 21 st century VUCA environment.
Conclusion
The first 60 years of USAF leadership were defined by the bomber elitists and fighter mafia of the first two Watersheds. This evolution of USAF senior leadership was built upon the manned, flying-centric heritage, image and identity of these first 60 years. It is vitally important to recognize and acknowledge that the makeup of the USAF senior leadership is evolving in a way that provides an ever-increasing opportunity for non-fighter pilot rated officers to ultimately ascend to the position of CSAF. Therefore it is imperative that all career fields improve their processes of preparing future leaders to develop a stable of highly qualified candidates across the spectrum of USAF missions. Past studies offered concrete recommendations in effectively developing and selecting senior USAF leaders.
In her study, The Rise of Air Mobility and Its Generals, Lieutenant Colonel Laura
Lenderman emphasized that cultivating robust senior leaders is essential to effective future leadership.
As the USAF"s core mission shifts, both a strong contingent of senior leaders with air-mobility expertise and a global worldview should remain in place. AMC"s focus on adapting its organization and developing a robust cadre of leaders who have the right mix of competencies and experiences indicates that mobility leaders are prepared to continue rising to meet the challenges within the USAF, throughout the nation and across the world. (General) Schwartz was chosen because of (his) background in air mobility, special operations and joint commands. I cannot imagine a person better suited to this job at this point in history. He is so highly regarded among senior political appointees and he also has a low-key, get-along personality that will appeal to Secretary Gates. He is self-effacing and reserved and unfailingly courteous…I think the way most people will describe General Schwartz is as a team player with a giant-sized intellect.
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The USAF must refine its processes on identifying future leaders with emphasis on developing the above characteristics and skill sets to create additional 3 rd Watershed senior leaders of this caliber.
Overall, the USAF has a solid senior leader development system in place; therefore it is imperative that the selection process of 3 rd Watershed CSAFs must break the perceived "cronyism" that defined the first two Watersheds. The USAF intra-service parochialism among competing career fields needs to be replaced with an attitude of mutual cooperation focused on selecting the best senior leader for the job vice the finest fighter pilot or special operations pilot for the job. The bomber elitist monopoly prevented a timely transition to and modernization of TAC and space forces to address the changing strategic landscape. Similarly, it can be argued since 2003 the fighter mafia injured the USAF"s credibility in the joint and political arenas and its ability to excel in "today"s war" by placing an inordinate amount of emphasis on the "future war"s" fighter requirements and its apparent unwillingness to "play well with others". Present and future CSAFs must nominate their successors based on qualifications best-suited for today"s environment, yet possessing a balanced vision for future requirements. By considering senior leaders across the spectrum of career fields to identify who is best "CSAF qualified", the USAF can avoid succumbing to the bomber elitist/fighter mafia paradigm of the past and tomorrow"s USAF leadership will remain relevant in the joint VUCA environment of the 21 st century and beyond.
